
STEYR AUG A3

The STEYR AUG A3 modular weapon 
system is the latest result of the 
continued development of the world 
renowned STEYR AUG rifle series.  
The STEYR AUG A3 design is also based 
on modular system components, which 
can be configured from one variant to 
another quickly and easily, without tools, 
and at unit level, in order to meet a wide 
range of future weapon requirements.

The “Bull Pup“ design maintained its 
short overall length, without influencing 
the barrel length, to meet or exceed 
required accuracy standards. The STEYR 
AUG A3 features a number of Picatinny 
rails (Mil. Std. 1913 rails), which allow 
the quick and easy mounting of various 
accessories, such as illumination and 
target acquisition devices, including a 
variety of optics or night vision devices.

Due to its utmost flexibility design 
concept, the STEYR AUG A3 is a state-
of-the-art, multipurpose assault rifle, 
for day and night operations. Armed 
and special forces in about 35 countries 
in the whole world are trusting in the 
STEYR AUG.
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SPECIFICATIONS

Caiber 5,56x45 mm
Rate of fire Automatic fire: 680-750 rounds per min.
Barrel groups Interchangeable, 365 mm (14,5“), 407 mm (16“), 455 mm (18“), 
 508 mm (20“) with gas regulator. Cold hammer forged, chrome-
 lined bore including chamber. Bottom integrated Picatinny rail.* 
 Left side mounted rail.
Weight empty With 455 mm (18“) barrel: 3,9 kg
Overall length With 455 mm (18“) barrel: 745 mm
Overall height 245 mm
Magazine Detachable, synthetic (transparent) staggered box type.
Magazine weight 0,13 kg
Magazine capacity 30 rounds, 42 rounds (optional)
Action Gas-operated. Gas regulator with two action settings for firing, 
 to guarantee proper function under all conditions.
Trigger “Pull through“ trigger system. Fires semi automatic when pulled 
 halfway to a clearly felt point, fires fully automatic when pulled 
 fully back.
Trigger mechanism Synthetic (except for springs, steel bearing pins and catch holding 
 open). Option 3 rounds burst.
Safety  Lateral push-through type locks trigger.
Housing group Mil. Std. 1913 flat top rail with attached optical sight 1.5x magnifi-
 cation and ring reticule, short rail side mounted.
Stock Synthetic, olive-drab or black. External bolt release.
Bolt Fixed locking turn bolt, with seven locking lugs. The rifle can be 
 changed easily from right to left hand ejection, simply by flipping 
 the ejection port lid to the other side and installing a left hand bolt
 (no tools required).

All rifles come without optic and mount - Subject to technical changes. 
* Muzzle brake to accept silencers.
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